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and easy to understand. Finance Prep Courses allow students to view a video to refresh topics, and then answer
questions to test their understanding. This product gives lecturers more time in class to cover finance topics, and
ensures that students do not get left behind. In addition to providing students with relevant, realistic problemsolving tools, Fundamentals of Corporate Finance has the benefit of the most current and relevant research in finance.
Ebook: Real Estate Finance and Investments BRUEGGEMAN 2010-06-16 Ebook: Real Estate Finance and Investments
Loose Leaf for Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Bradford D. Jordan, Professor 2021-03-01 Fundamentals of Corporate
Finance was designed and developed for a first course in business or corporate finance, for both finance majors and
non-majors alike. The text is nearly self-contained in terms of background or prerequisites, assuming some familiarity
with basic algebra and accounting concepts, while still reviewing important accounting principles very early on. The
organization of this text has been developed to give instructors the flexibility they need. The best-selling text has
three basic themes that are the central focus of the book: 1) An emphasis on intuition: the authors separate and
explain the principles at work on a common sense, intuitive level before launching into any specifics. 2) A unified
valuation approach: net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying corporate finance. 3) A
managerial focus: the authors emphasize the role of the financial manager as a decision maker, and they stress the need
for managerial input and judgment.
Corporate Finance Jeffrey Jaffe 2015-10-13 Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe, and Jordan emphasizes the
modern fundamentals of the theory of finance, while providing contemporary examples to make the theory come to life.
The authors aim to present corporate finance as the working of a small number of integrated and powerful intuitions,
rather than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop the central concepts of modern finance: arbitrage, net
present value, efficient markets, agency theory, options, and the trade-off between risk and return, and use them to
explain corporate finance with a balance of theory and application. The Eleventh Edition includes many exciting new
research findings as well as an enhanced Connect Finance, now with even more student learning resources. Connect is
proven to deliver better results for students and instructors. Proven content integrates seamlessly with enhanced
digital tools to create a personalized learning experience that provides students with precisely what they need, when
they need it. With Connect, the educational possibilities are limitless.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Stephen A. Ross 2016
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Alternate Edition Bradford Jordan 2012-01-18 The best-selling Fundamentals of
Corporate Finance (FCF) has three basic themes that are the central focus of the book: 1) An emphasis on intuition—the
authors separate and explain the principles at work on a common sense, intuitive level before launching into any
specifics. 2) A unified valuation approach—net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying corporate
finance. 3) A managerial focus—the authors emphasize the role of the financial manager as decision maker, and they
stress the need for managerial input and judgment. The Tenth Edition continues the tradition of excellence that has
earned Fundamentals of Corporate Finance its status as market leader. Every chapter has been updated to provide the
most current examples that reflect corporate finance in today’s world. The supplements package has been updated and
improved, and with the enhanced Connect Finance and Excel Master, student and instructor support has never been
stronger. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver
precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and
effective.
Essentials of Corporate Finance Stephen Ross 2016-02-18 Essentials of Corporate Finance by Ross, Westerfield, and
Jordan is written to convey the most important concepts and principles of corporate finance at a level that is
approachable for a wide audience. The authors retain their modern approach to finance, but have distilled the subject
down to the essential topics in 18 chapters. They believe that understanding the “why” is just as important, if not
more so, than understanding the “how,” especially in an introductory course.
Corporate Finance: Core Principles and Applications Stephen Ross 2010-10-04 Corporate Finance: Core Principles and
Applications, 3rd edition, by Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe and Jordan was written to convey the most important corporate
finance concepts and applications at a level that is approachable to the widest possible audience. The concise format,
managerial context and design, and student-friendly writing style are key attributes to this text. RWJJ Core Principles
strikes a balance by introducing and covering the essentials, while leaving more specialized topics to follow-up
courses. This text distills the subject of corporate finance down to its core, while also maintaining a decidedly
modern approach. The well-respected author team is known for the clear, accessible presentation of material that makes
this text an excellent teaching tool.
Solutions Manual to Accompany Corporate Finance ROSS 2009-10-01 The Solutions Manual contains detailed, worked-out
solutions for all of the problems in the end of chapter material. It has also been revised for accuracy by multiple
sources. It is also available for purchase by students. The Solutions Manual is prepared by Joseph Smolira, Belmont
University
Corporate Finance with S&P card Stephen Ross 2009-10-05 Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe emphasizes
the modern fundamentals of the theory of finance, while providing contemporary examples to make the theory come to
life. The authors aim to present corporate finance as the working of a small number of integrated and powerful
intuitions, rather than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop the central concepts of modern finance:
arbitrage, net present value, efficient markets, agency theory, options, and the trade-off between risk and return, and
use them to explain corporate finance with a balance of theory and application. The well-respected author team is known
for their clear, accessible presentation of material that makes this text an excellent teaching tool. The ninth edition
has been fully updated to reflect the recent financial crisis and is now accompanied by Connect, an exciting new

Sustainability Accounting and Reporting Stefan Schaltegger 2006-09-14 This is the fourth in a series publishing the
best contributions on environmental management accounting (EMA) from around the world. This volume brings together
international examples of leading thinking and practice in this rapidly developing area. This is the most comprehensive
volume to date covering theory, practice and case studies on sustainability accounting and reporting. It covers tools,
frameworks, concepts as well as case studies and empirical analysis.
Ebook: Principles of Corporate Finance BREALEY 2010-07-16 Ebook: Principles of Corporate Finance
Solutions Manual to Accompany Brealey/Myers/Marcus Richard A. Brealey 2006-01-01 The Solutions Manual, prepared by
Bruce Swensen of Adelphi University, contains solutions to all end of chapter problems for easy reference.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Jonathan B. Berk 2019-04-05 Fundamentals of Corporate Finance's applied perspective
cements students' understanding of the modern-day core principles by equipping students with a problem-solving
methodology and profiling real-life financial management practices--all within a clear valuation framework. KEY TOPICS:
Corporate Finance and the Financial Manager;Introduction to Financial Statement Analysis;The Valuation Principle: The
Foundation of Financial Decision Making;The Time Value of Money;Interest Rates;Bonds;Valuing Stocks;Investment Decision
Rules;Fundamentals of Capital Budgeting;Risk and Return in Capital Markets;Systematic Risk and the Equity Risk
Premium;Determining the Cost of Capital;Risk and the Pricing of Options;Raising Equity Capital;Debt Financing;Capital
Structure;Payout Policy;Financial Modeling and Pro Forma Analysis;Working Capital Management;Short-Term Financial
Planning;Risk Management;International Corporate Finance; Leasing;Mergers and Acquisitions;Corporate Governance MARKET:
Appropriate for Undergraduate Corporate Finance courses.
Ebook: Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Brealey; Myers; 2016-04-16 Ebook: Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Standard Edition Bradford Jordan 2012-01-18 The best-selling Fundamentals of
Corporate Finance (FCF) has three basic themes that are the central focus of the book: 1) An emphasis on intuition-the
authors separate and explain the principles at work on a common sense, intuitive level before launching into any
specifics. 2) A unified valuation approach-net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying corporate
finance. 3) A managerial focus-the authors emphasize the role of the financial manager as decision maker, and they
stress the need for managerial input and judgment. The Tenth Edition continues the tradition of excellence that has
earned Fundamentals of Corporate Finance its status as market leader. Every chapter has been updated to provide the
most current examples that reflect corporate finance in today's world. The supplements package has been updated and
improved, and with the enhanced Connect Finance and Excel Master, student and instructor support has never been
stronger. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver
precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and
effective.
Print Book of David Hillier's CorporateFinance 4/e HILLIER 2020-01-12
EBOOK: Behavioral Corporate Finance, 2/e SHEFRIN 2018-05-18 EBOOK: Behavioral Corporate Finance, 2/e
Corporate Finance Stephen A. Ross 2002
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance 2012 This texts builds on the tradition of excellence that instructors and students
have come to associate with the Ross, Westerfield and Jordan series. It blends comprehensive coverage of modern
research with an emphasis on practical applications. Written with one strongly held principle that corporate finance
should be developed and taught in terms of a few integrated, powerful ideas, three basic themes became the central
focus of the book. This Asia Global Edition aims to meet the significant gap for a book with Asian examples and
internationalized Asian content. -- From back cover.
Corporate Finance Stephen Ross 2012-09-27 Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe emphasizes the modern
fundamentals of the theory of finance, while providing contemporary examples to make the theory come to life. The
authors aim to present corporate finance as the working of a small number of integrated and powerful intuitions, rather
than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop the central concepts of modern finance: arbitrage, net present
value, efficient markets, agency theory, options, and the trade-off between risk and return, and use them to explain
corporate finance with a balance of theory and application. The Tenth Edition includes many exciting new research
findings as well as an enhanced Connect Finance, now with even more student learning resources. Connect is the only
integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when
they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
Lectures on Corporate Finance Peter Bossaerts 2006-10-16 This course of lectures introduces students to elementary
concepts of corporate finance using a more systematic approach than is generally found in other textbooks. Axioms are
first highlighted and the implications of these important concepts are studied afterwards. These implications are used
to answer questions about corporate finance, including issues related to derivatives pricing, state-price
probabilities, dynamic hedging, dividends, capital structure decisions, and risk and incentive management. Numerical
examples are provided, and the mathematics is kept simple throughout. In this second edition, explanations have been
improved, based on the authors' experience teaching the material, especially concerning the scope of state-price
probabilities in Chapter 12. There is also a new Chapter 22: Fourteen Insights.
E-book: Essentials of Corporate Finance Ross 2016-04-16 E-book: Essentials of Corporate Finance
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Stephen A. Ross 2013-07-09 The sixth edition of Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
continues its tradition of excellence ensuring the focus remains on key principles. To accommodate courses which
include coverage across a wider range of topics, the authors provide additional chapters about Leasing, Mergers and
Acquisitions online. Fundamentals of Corporate Finance strives to present the material in a way that makes it coherent
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Loose-Leaf Corporate Finance: Core Principles and Applications Randolph W. Westerfield 2020-01-07 Corporate Finance:
Core was developed for the graduate (MBA) level as a concise, up-to-date, and to-the-point product, the majority of
which can be realistically covered in a single term or course. To achieve the objective of reaching out to the many
different types of students and the varying course settings, corporate finance is distilled down to its core, while
maintaining a decidedly modern approach. Purely theoretical issues are downplayed, and the use of extensive and
elaborate calculations is minimized to illustrate points that are either intuitively obvious or of limited practical
use. The goal was to focus on what students really need to carry away from a principles course. A balance is struck by
introducing and covering the essentials, while leaving more specialized topics to follow-up courses. Net present value
is treated as the underlying and unifying concept in corporate finance. Every subject covered is firmly rooted in
valuation, and care is taken throughout to explain how particular decisions have valuation effects. Also, the role of
the financial manager as decision maker is emphasized, and the need for managerial input and judgment is stressed.
GEN CMB LL ESS CORP FINC; CNCT Stephen A. Ross 2015-05-13 Essentials of Corporate Finance by Ross, Westerfield, and
Jordan is written to convey the most important concepts and principles of corporate finance at a level that is
approachable for a wide audience. The authors retain their modern approach to finance, but have distilled the subject
down to the essential topics in 18 chapters. They believe that understanding the “why” is just as important, if not
more so, than understanding the “how,” especially in an introductory course.
Brief Principles of Macroeconomics N. Gregory Mankiw 2014-01-01 With its clear and engaging writing style, BRIEF
PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS, Seventh Edition, continues to be one of the most popular books on economics available
today. Mankiw emphasizes material that you are likely to find interesting about the economy (particularly if you are
studying economics for the first time), including real-life scenarios, useful facts, and the many ways economic
concepts play a role in the decisions you make every day. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Loose Leaf for Corporate Finance Randolph W. Westerfield 2021-10-26
Corporate Finance Stephen A. Ross 2018-10 This text conveys the most important corporate finance concepts and
applications at a level that is approachable to the widest possible audience. The concise format, managerial context,
design and student-friendly writing style are key attributes to this text.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Richard A. Brealey 2001-01-01 Prepared by Matthew Will of the University of
Indianapolis, the Study Guide contains a thorough list of activities for the student, including an introduction to the
chapter, sources of business information, key concepts and terms, sample problems with solutions, integrated PowerPoint
slides, and related web links.
Corporate Finance with S&P card + Connect Plus Stephen Ross 2009-10-12 "Corporate Finance," by Ross, Westerfield, and
Jaffe emphasizes the modern fundamentals of the theory of finance, while providing contemporary examples to make the
theory come to life. The authors aim to present corporate finance as the working of a small number of integrated and
powerful intuitions, rather than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop the central concepts of modern finance:
arbitrage, net present value, efficient markets, agency theory, options, and the trade-off between risk and return, and
use them to explain corporate finance with a balance of theory and application. The well-respected author team is known
for their clear, accessible presentation of material that makes this text an excellent teaching tool. The ninth edition
has been fully updated to reflect the recent financial crisis and is now accompanied by Connect, an exciting new
homework management system.
Corporate Finance: Core Principles and Applications Bradford Jordan 2013-09-16 The integrated solutions for
Ross/Westerfield/Jaffe/Jordan's Corporate Finance: Core Principles and Applications have been specifically designed to
help improve student performance, meaning that students are prepared for and engaged in class, and they can
successfully solve problems and analyse the results. McGraw-Hill's adaptive learning component, LearnSmart, provides
assignable modules that help students master chapter core concepts and come to class more prepared. In addition,
resources within Connect help students solve financial problems and apply what they've learned. Ross' focus on the core
concepts, cutting-edge research, and rich problem material combine with a complete digital solution to help students
achieve higher outcomes in the course. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by
continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class
time is more engaging and effective.
Corporate Finance 2020
The Guide to Understanding Financial Statements S. B. Costales 1993-10 There's no mystery to understanding company
financial statements Even if you have no financial or accounting background, you can read those intimidating-looking
financial statements as easily as A-B-C. The second edition of The Guide to Understanding Financial Statements, by S.B.
Costales and Geza Szurovy, makes all the numbers and jargon absolutely clear. In seconds you'll spot a company's
strengths and weaknesses, see how its performance measures up, and have a solid basis for judging future prospects. The
material is so easy to grasp, you'll know it all on first reading, Discover: what a balance sheet really reveals; the
true significance of a profit and loss statement; what the six most important financial ratios are, and what each can
tell you; how to tell when the numbers are favorable or not; how to spot fraud; how to discover whether the stated
value of certain asests is true; much more.
Sustainable Financial Investments Brian Bolton 2016-04-29 Is it possible for an investment to be good for a firm's
profitability without also being good for the environment, employees, or community? Bolton connects these seemingly
disparate ideas to show how to incorporate economic costs, benefits, cash flows, and risks into the evaluation of any
type of investment.

homework management system.
Fundamentals of Investments Charles J. Corrado 2005 Fundamentals of Investments was written to: 1. Focus on students as
investment managers, giving them information they can act on instead of concentrating on theories and research without
the proper context. 2. Offer strong, consistent pedagogy, including a balanced, unified treatment of the main types of
financial investments as mirrored in the investment world. 3. Organize topics in a way that makes them easy to apply-whether to a portfolio simulation or to real life--and support these topics with hands-on activities. The approach of
this text reflects two central ideas. First, there is a consistent focus on the student as an individual investor or
investments manager. Second, a consistent, unified treatment of the four basic types of financial instruments--stocks,
bonds, options, and futures--focusing on their characteristics and features, their risks and returns, and the markets
in which they trade.
Excel 2019 Bible Michael Alexander 2018-09-20 The complete guide to Excel 2019 Whether you are just starting out or an
Excel novice, the Excel 2019 Bible is your comprehensive, go-to guide for all your Excel 2019 needs. Whether you use
Excel at work or at home, you will be guided through the powerful new features and capabilities to take full advantage
of what the updated version offers. Learn to incorporate templates, implement formulas, create pivot tables, analyze
data, and much more. Navigate this powerful tool for business, home management, technical work, and much more with the
only resource you need, Excel 2019 Bible. Create functional spreadsheets that work Master formulas, formatting, pivot
tables, and more Get acquainted with Excel 2019's new features and tools Whether you need a walkthrough tutorial or an
easy-to-navigate desk reference, the Excel 2019 Bible has you covered with complete coverage and clear expert guidance.
Capital Markets Frank J. Fabozzi 2003 For courses in Capital or Financial Markets or Institutions, Investment Banking
and Derivatives Markets, this text offers comprehensive capital market coverage, including the instruments, the
players, and the principles of valuation, with an excellent blend of theory and practice.
Economics Jonathan Morduch 2013-09-06 Built from the ground up to focus on what matters to students in today's hightech, globalized world, Dean Karlan and Jonathan Morduch's Economics represents a new generation of products, optimized
for digital delivery and available with the best-in-class adaptive study resources in McGraw-Hill's LearnSmart
Advantage Suite. Engagement with real-world problems is built into the very fabric of the learning materials as
students are encouraged to think about economics in efficient, innovative, and meaningful ways. Drawing on the authors'
experiences as academic economists, teachers, and policy advisors, a familiar curriculum is combined with material from
new research and applied areas such as finance, behavioral economics, and the political economy, to share with students
how what they're learning really matters. This modern approach is organized around learning objectives and matched with
sound assessment tools aimed at enhancing students' analytical and critical thinking competencies. Students and faculty
will find content that breaks down barriers between what goes on in the classroom and what is going on in our nation
and broader world. By teaching the right questions to ask, Karlan and Morduch provide readers with a method for working
through decisions they'll face in life and ultimately show that economics is the common thread that enables us to
understand, analyze, and solve problems in our local communities and around the world. Connect is the only integrated
learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it,
and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
The Theory of Corporate Finance Jean Tirole 2010-08-26 The past twenty years have seen great theoretical and empirical
advances in the field of corporate finance. Whereas once the subject addressed mainly the financing of corporations-equity, debt, and valuation--today it also embraces crucial issues of governance, liquidity, risk management,
relationships between banks and corporations, and the macroeconomic impact of corporations. However, this progress has
left in its wake a jumbled array of concepts and models that students are often hard put to make sense of. Here, one of
the world's leading economists offers a lucid, unified, and comprehensive introduction to modern corporate finance
theory. Jean Tirole builds his landmark book around a single model, using an incentive or contract theory approach.
Filling a major gap in the field, The Theory of Corporate Finance is an indispensable resource for graduate and
advanced undergraduate students as well as researchers of corporate finance, industrial organization, political
economy, development, and macroeconomics. Tirole conveys the organizing principles that structure the analysis of
today's key management and public policy issues, such as the reform of corporate governance and auditing; the role of
private equity, financial markets, and takeovers; the efficient determination of leverage, dividends, liquidity, and
risk management; and the design of managerial incentive packages. He weaves empirical studies into the book's
theoretical analysis. And he places the corporation in its broader environment, both microeconomic and macroeconomic,
and examines the two-way interaction between the corporate environment and institutions. Setting a new milestone in the
field, The Theory of Corporate Finance will be the authoritative text for years to come.
Modern Financial Management Stephen A. Ross 2007 Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe is a popular
textbook that emphasizes the modern fundamentals of the theory of finance, while providing contemporary examples to
make the theory come to life. The authors aim to present corporate finance as the working of a small number of
integrated and powerful intuitions, rather than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop the central concepts of
modern finance: arbitrage, net present value, efficient markets, agency theory, options, and the trade-off between risk
and return, and use them to explain corporate finance with a balance of theory and application. The well-respected
author team is known for their clear, accessible presentation of material that makes this text an excellent teaching
tool. Brad Jordan, known for his successful work on the RWJ Fundamentals and Essentials books, contributed to this
edition. His influence will be seen particularly in the writing style with smoother coverage of topics, and the
increased quality in the problem material.
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